
From: Lucan Chartier <claimvictory@hotmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Federal Court Hearing 

To: "Charles L. Holliday" <holliday@spraginslaw.com> 

Cc: "Walter McGill" <sda_trademark_lawsuit@yahoo.com> 

Date: Thursday, November 4, 2010, 10:26 PM 

Hi Chuck,  

 

                   Thank you for keeping me in the loop. I see that Pastor Chick has already given a 

reply to the specifics of the request made by the Court. All others aside, I really do find Judge 

Bryant's position bizarre; it's as if he sees the contempt order as being a punishment rather than 

preventive - that they must seize someone for what has happened, whether Pastor or myself, 

regardless of whether the order will continue to be violated in the future or not. Obviously I 

will continue to follow the dictates of my conscience whether Pastor Chick is in Africa or in 

jail. As a result, I can't imagine what possible grounds there would be for that request on the 

Judge's part, unless he just hopes to have both of us imprisoned at length. Then again, 

considering similarly bizarre logic has been advanced in disallowing you to withdraw as 

counsel in one circuit because you are involved in another, perhaps I am searching too deeply 

for reason in this.  

 

As far as the matter of dates I am unavailable, the only commitments I presently have are 

religious ones; obviously any Sabbaths or New Moons would be times I would rather not be 

summoned to the Court. As I do not currently have a vehicle, I will have to check with my 

current transportation provider and see if there are any dates in that range not available; I will 

get back to you with what I find out.  

 

Of course, being summoned at all is not something I consider myself "available" for - I cannot 

imagine what purpose it would serve at this point. I have spoken very plainly about what I have 

done, what I am doing, and what I will continue to do. If asked, I will tell it plainly again. I 

doubt that traveling to Jackson to repeat it will have any persuasive affect on the Judge's 

position at this point. It appears from the prior report and recommendation that regardless of 

how clear or intelligent my reasoning and testimony may be, the preconceived notion that I am 

some kind of misled child or cult victim is enough to sweep it all away as being irrelevant.  

 

[…] 

 

Thanks again for your efforts,  

 

- Lucan Chartier 

 


